Where Are You on the Micro Focus ART Roadmap?
4.3
Publish PowerPoint
2007 presentations to
PDF
Mask confidential
information (for
example, name,
personnel number)
that displays in
captured screenshots
Modify callouts and
screen size from one
view
Use JavaScript for
course and simulation
output to minimize use
of Flash
Choose which specific
pages to import from a
course
Choose which specific
steps to import from a
document
Create specific
assessment feedback
for each page
Add .WAV or
MP3 files to
course pages
Add transcripts for
simulation steps
Create informational
steps that require no
specific action to
progress in a published
simulation
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4.4

4.5

Generate guided help
to assist users in a live
environment
(included in default
Show-Me GUI)

Include local video
files and Youtube
movies from WWW
(copy embedded
code) in course pages

View published output
documents,
simulations, and
courses, and the end
user website – on the
iPad

Assess user
understanding via Drag
and Drop Sequencing
and Hotspot Single
course stencils

Support 508
Accessibility with
keyboard-accessible
simulation and course
outputs
Record audio
narration directly
within the client
generated as WAV
files or select an
existing sound file.
When using ART
in combination
with LAME, ART
will generate MP3
files.
Apply newly-created
template sections to
existing documents
Record SAP NetWeaver
Business Client
(NWBC), Dynamic
Adobe Forms, and
most 64-bit Windows
and web-based
applications

Add titles, icons and
images to course
hotspots
Support for .gif
animated files and
other image
enhancements
Insert mode-specific
simulation notes
Control individual note
and action sequence
timing & duration in
simulations
Flag all non-text
elements in .udc and
.ulc files for localization
in translated versions
Configure which file
properties to include in
XLIFF export
Support SAP Solution
Manager 7.1
Style Field Description
and generic tables

5.1
Add notes or audio
during the recording
process
Utilize text-to-speech
functionality
Support and record
Microsoft Windows 8
(Desktop), Internet
Explorer 10, SAP
Windows GUI 7.30, SAP
NWBC 4.0, Static and
Dynamic Adobe
Interactive Forms
rendered in Adobe
Reader or Acrobat XI,
and PeopleSoft 9.1 (32and 64-bit)
Create, display, and
manage Arabic
content; published
content is displayed in
a right-to-left (RTL)
format.

5.2
Take advantage of
enhanced, more usable
interfaces for
document, simulation,
course editors, and
recorder preview pane
Deliver enhanced
published output
View content on iOS,
Android, and Windows
tablets
Leverage Auto Save for
automatic saving of
documents and
simulations
Support SAP GUI rightto-left when recording
Form upgrades to
Windows Presentation
Foundation (WPF) to
support accessibility
requirements for
keyboard navigation,
screen readers, etc.

5.3
Add animated
transitions to course
pages
Add animations to
objects on course
pages
Customize course page
layouts with flexible
stencils
Embed web videos
from third-party sites
into course pages
Batch update
embedded simulations
in courses
Add alternate text to
images and videos in
courses to support use
of screen readers
Support for recording
Microsoft Windows
10
Support for recording
SAP Business Client 6

5.40.2
New video output
MP4/WMV option
for a Show-Me
simulation
including voice
narration
New Procedure Table
output option for a
step-by-step
recording:
3- column layout
format for condensed
output (HTML or PDF
format)
Procedure Table:
Customize the size of
the thumbnail for the
Procedure Table
output
New template feature:
Ability to make
Document Properties
required for authors.
New template feature:
Ability to hide Field
Description table for a
type action

5.40.4

5.40.6

Removed all Flash
dependencies

Fixes for
Removing
remaining Flash
dependencies

ART records by
default voice
narration as MP3
audio files which
can be played
natively by most
browsers
When using the
older Windows 7
platform, LAME
files are required
to convert WAV
audio files to MP3
Includes
optimized
Recording profile
for Micro Focus
Silk Central

Capturing steps
Microfocus Silk
Central
Ability to
recognize SAP
HTML GUI target
application and
capture help
context correctly

5.40.8
Fixes for:
Unable to edit step
text for multiple
steps (D-18760) (D18760)
Cannot see
checkboxes when
selecting translate
(D-13431 )
ART client crashes
when attempting to
advance audio in a
step with no audio
(D-14756)
Branched steps do
not display correctly
in MP4 output (D15044)
ART client crashes
with "Out of
Memory" issues
while editing steps in
simulation view (D17995)
Cannot add audio to
UDC file (D-17997)
Courses with image
hotspots fail to
publish to PDF and
Word formats (D17568)
Course assessment
feedback "Show my
answer" link for
hotspot questions

View steps with
missing information
from the step pane
View the properties
form of an object by
double-clicking
Support 508
Accessibility with: skip
links, a logical tab
order, and keyboardaccessible screen
Elements
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Support and record
Safari 5,
Internet Explorer 9,
and Firefox 4.0
browsers

not displaying
correctly (D-16418)
Insert notes in Field
Description table rows
Record 64-bit Java
applications and 64-bit
Excel
Support and record
SAP Portal based on
NW 7.3, SAP GUI 7.30,
NWBC 3.5 and
Business One (B1)

